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DECISION

1.	I allow the local authority’s appeal in part.  I set aside the decision of the Exeter appeal tribunal dated 14 March 2005 and substitute a decision that the claimant is entitled to housing benefit from 18 February 2002 on the basis that his eligible rent was £304.93 per week (£57.50 “core rent”, £2.95 in respect of the provision of an emergency alarm system and £244.48 in respect of general counselling and support).


REASONS FOR DECISION

2.	This has been taken as the lead case of eighteen appeals by Torbay Borough Council against decisions of the Exeter appeal tribunal dated 14 March 2005.  The cases were heard together by the appeal tribunal who also took this as the lead case.  The claimants were all residents in the South Devon Hotel in Torquay and the cases raised a common issue as to their entitlement to housing benefit, although the 18 cases did not include all the residents in the hotel.  

3.	The background to this appeal lies in one of the many changes to the funding of “community care”.  However, it also lies in a decision by the hotel to change the nature of care it would provide.

4.	A company of which Mr Henson and his wife were both directors was formerly registered under the Registered Homes Act 1984, with the Council on the basis that the South Devon Hotel was a residential care home and with the local health authority on the basis that it was also a nursing home.  The 1984 Act was repealed with effect from 1 April 2002 and replaced by Part I of the Care Standards Act 2000.  However, during late 2000 and 2001, the hotel discussed with the Council a change of direction and, on 31 August 2001, Mr Henson wrote to the Council’s registration and inspection unit to indicate that the hotel wished to cease being registered as a residential care home and instead to become a supported living facility and a domiciliary care provider with effect from 30 September 2001.  The plan was that a separate company would be established as a domiciliary care agency, with Mr Henson as a director, and that that agency would provide personal care to residents in the hotel managed by him and owned by the company of which his wife would be the sole director.  Mr Neil Miller, the policy projects officer of the Council from September 2000 to January 2002 says, in a statement dated 12 September 2003, that “we encouraged [Mr Henson] into Supporting People”.  He also says –

“I advised Mr Henson of the priorities for the Supporting People Scheme and we agreed the service should specialise in working with high needs including mental health, substance misuse and rough sleepers.  We agreed this would be a gradual transition as he gained experience and to protect existing residents.  We had extensive discussions with Probation Service, Mental Health and Substance Misuse Services and the Chief Executive of the Primary Care Trust.  It was quite clear that the new client base would be more expensive.”

5.	The proposed scheme took advantage of transitory amendments made to the housing benefit scheme.  It is, of course, consistent with the concept of “care in the community” that people should be encouraged to live relatively independently and receive income in the form of social security benefits while living in “supported accommodation”, rather than being more closely supervised in residential accommodation.  The question then arises as to how the counselling and other support that is provided in supported accommodation should be funded.  The transitory provisions material to this case, which were in force from 1 April 2000 to 31 March 2003 and were known as the “Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme”, envisaged charges for the support being treated as “service charges” that could be met through housing benefit.

6.	It is necessary to set out a substantial portion of the material legislation.  The basic provisions allowing services charges to be met through the housing benefit scheme were to be found in regulation 10 of the Housing Benefits (General) Regulations 1987 (S.I. 1987/1971), which was headed “rent” –

“(1)	Subject to the following provisions of this regulation, the payments in respect of which housing benefit is payable in the form of a rent rebate or allowance are the following periodical payments which a person is liable to make in respect of the dwelling which he occupies as his home –
…
    (e)	payments of, or by way of, service charges payment of which is a condition on which the right to occupy the dwelling depends;
…

(7)	In this regulation and Schedules 1 and 1B –
      ‘service charges’ means periodical payments for services, whether or not under the same agreement as that under which the dwelling is occupied, or whether or not such a charge is specified as separate from or separately identified within other payments made by the occupier in respect of the dwelling; and
      ‘services’ means services performed or facilities (including the use of furniture) provided for, or rights made available to, the occupier.”

7.	Part I of Schedule 1 then excluded many service charges.  It provided –

“1.    The following service charges shall not be eligible to be met by housing benefit –
    (a) 	charges in respect of day-to-day living expenses including, in particular, all provision of –
    (i)	subject to paragraph 1A meals (including the preparation of meals or provision of unprepared food);
    (ii)	laundry …;
    (iii)	leisure items …;
    (iv)	cleaning of rooms and windows except –
  (aa)	 …;
  (bb)	in communal areas;
  (cc)	where the claimant is in supported accommodation and those charges fall under paragraph 3 of Schedule 1B (service charges for claimants in supported accommodation); and
    (v)	transport.
    (b)	…;
    (c)	charges in respect of an emergency alarm system, except where the claimant is in supported accommodation and those charges fall under paragraph 4 of Schedule 1B (service charges for claimants in supported accommodation);
    (d)	charges in respect of medical expenses (including the cost of treatment or counselling related to mental disorder, mental handicap, physical disablement  or past or present alcohol or drug dependence);
    (e) 	charges in respect of the provision of nursing care or personal care (including assistance at meal times or with personal appearance or hygiene);
    (f)	charges in respect of general counselling or any other support services whoever provides those services, except where those services –
    (i)	are provided to a claimant in supported accommodation by his landlord in person or someone on his behalf; and
    (ii)	fall under paragraph 2 of Schedule 1B (service charges for claimants in supported accommodation); and
    (g)	charges in respect of any services not specified in sub-paragraphs (a) to (f) which are not connected with the provision of adequate accommodation.
1A.	…
2. (1)	Subject to paragraph 1A where an eligible service charge is not separated from or separately identified within other payments made by the occupier in respect of the dwelling, the appropriate authority shall apportion such charge as is fairly attributable to the provision of that service, having regard to the cost of comparable services and such portion of those payments shall be ineligible to be met by housing benefit.
	…
3.	Subject to paragraph 1A where the appropriate authority considers the amount of a service charge to which regulation 10(1)(e) (rent) applies is excessive in relation to the service provided for the claimant or his family, having regard to the cost of comparable services, it shall make a deduction from that charge of the excess and the amount so deducted shall be ineligible to be met by housing benefit.”
	…
7.	In this Schedule and Schedule 1B (service charges for claimants in supported accommodation) –
	…
    ‘supported accommodation’ means accommodation which is –
(a)	…;
(b)	…; or
(c)	occupied by a person whom a local authority has assessed in accordance with section 47 of the National Health Service and Community Care Act 1990 … as having needs which call for the provision of services –
    (i)	specified in any of the exceptions provided in sub-paragraphs (a)(iv)(cc), (c) and (f) of paragraph 1 of this Schedule and Schedule 1B (service charges for claimants in supported accommodation); …

8.	Schedule 1B then made further provision for the exceptions to the general exclusions in sub-paragraphs (a)(iv)(cc), (c) and (f) of paragraph 1 of Schedule 1.  It provided –

“1. 	Subject to paragraph 3 of Schedule 1 the service charges specified in paragraphs 2 to 4 shall be eligible to be met by housing benefit.
2. 	The service charges in respect of general counselling or other support which fall under this paragraph are – 
    (a)	charges in respect of time spent in the provision of general counselling or other support which assists the claimant with maintaining the security of the dwelling he occupies as his home;
    (b)	charges in respect of time spent in the provision of general counselling or other support which assists the claimant with maintaining the safety of the dwelling he occupies as his home (including making arrangements for the checking of the claimant's own appliances where these could pose a safety hazard);
    (c)	charges in respect of time spent in the provision of general counselling or other support which is directed at assisting the claimant with compliance with those terms in his tenancy agreement concerned with –
	    (i)	nuisance;
    (ii) 	rental liability;
    (iii)	maintenance of the interior of the dwelling in an appropriate condition; and
    (iv)	the period for which the tenancy is granted,
such charges to include those in respect of time spent in the provision of general counselling or other support which assists the claimant with contacts with individuals or professional or other bodies with an interest in ensuring his welfare; and
    (d)	provided that they are not charges specified in any of sub-paragraphs (a)-(c), charges in respect of time spent in the provision of general counselling or other support which is provided to the claimant – 
    (i)	by either a resident warden or a non-resident warden with a system for calling him;
    (ii)	in accommodation which it is the practice of the landlord to let for occupation by persons in need of general counselling or other support services where the dwelling is one of a group of dwellings and that warden provides services which are wholly or mainly for the purposes of assisting persons in those dwellings.
3. 	The service charges in respect of the cleaning of rooms and windows which fall under this paragraph are those where neither the claimant nor any member of his household is able to clean them himself.
4. 	The service charges in respect of the provision of an emergency alarm system which fall under this paragraph are those where the emergency alarm system is provided in accommodation which is occupied by elderly, sick or disabled persons and such accommodation, apart from the alarm system, is either – 
(i)	specifically designed or adapted for such persons, or
(ii)	otherwise particularly suitable for them, having regard to its size, heating system and other major features or facilities.”

9.	Mr Henson seems to have underestimated the length of time it would take to effect the change mentioned in his letter of 31 August 2001.  The Council wished to consider whether there was “adequate separation” between the two companies.  Apparently it was satisfied by Mr Henson’s assurance that he would resign as a director of the company that owned the hotel, even though he would remain the manager.  The domiciliary care agency was accredited by the Council on 21 December 2001 and was later registered under the 2000 Act when that came into force.  More importantly, the needs of the residents in the hotel had to be re-assessed and those requiring residential care or nursing care would have to move out – it being proposed that the hotel should cease being a nursing home as well as ceasing to be a residential care home.  Only those who could be assessed as requiring “supported living” would remain.  Many of them were likely to have rather different needs from the new residents for whom the hotel wished to provide accommodation but an important consideration was that they did not wish to leave the hotel.

10.	The claimant in the present case may have been in that category, although he moved into the hotel comparatively late, on 17 December 2001.  He was under the supervision of the local mental heath team, suffering from mental illness and learning difficulties.  He was in receipt of incapacity benefit, some income from a trust fund and, apparently, the lowest rate of the care component of disability living allowance.  It appears that he was charged £125 per week for his accommodation and care and it also appears that that was funded by the local authority, so I presume the disability living allowance became payable only after the hotel “deregistered”, although nothing turns on that point in this appeal.

11.	The South Devon Hotel eventually “deregistered” on 23 February 2002, Mr Henson having resigned on the previous day as a director of the company running the hotel.  The claimant was then charged “rent” of £487.65 per week.  This “rent” did not include the cost of “personal care”, which was £50.34 per week and was to be met by the Council’s social services department.  The total charge was therefore £537.99 per week, compared to £125 per week before the change of regime.  The claimant made a claim for housing benefit, which was treated as made on 18 February 2002, the Monday of the week when he became liable for the “rent”.  In a supplementary claim form, service charges claimed under the Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme were broken down as being £300.80 per week for counselling and support at £18.80 per hour (made up of £32.90 per week for 1.75 hours of assistance in maintaining the security of the home, £37.60 per week in respect of 2 hours assistance in maintaining the safety of the home and £230.30 for 12.25 hours of general counselling and support), £31.63 per week for helping the claimant to clean his room and windows and £35.37 per week for a voice-activated alarm system.  The balance of £119.85 per week was the charge for accommodation, being one room in the hotel.

12.	The Council referred the accommodation charge to a rent officer, who assessed the claim-related rent as £65 per week and the local reference rent as £57.50 per week.  In accordance with regulation 11 of the 1987 Regulations, the latter figure was taken by the Council as the relevant figure for the “core rent”.  In view of the amount of the service charges levied in respect of residents at the hotel, the Council established an internal panel to consider the reasonableness of the charge for the purposes of paragraph 3 of Schedule 1 to the 1987 Regulations in any case where the amount of housing benefit would exceed £300 per week.  The panel decided that the need for general counselling and support should be met at the rate of £13 per hour (i.e., £208 per week in this claimant’s case), that the assistance with cleaning should be met on the basis that it could be provided by a cleaner on the national minimum wage at a rounded-up cost of £14 per tenant per week and that an adequate alarm system could be provided at £2.51 per tenant per week (which was what the Council’s own scheme cost).  The total amount of service charges allowed was therefore £224.51 per week and the housing benefit awarded on 4 July 2002 was calculated on the basis that the eligible rent was £282.01 per week.  

13.	The claimant appealed against the decision to restrict the amount of eligible service charges.  The appeal tribunal allowed the appeal in respect of general counselling and support, accepting that the whole £300.80 per week charge was eligible (i.e., that the hourly rate should be accepted as £18.80 rather than £13).  However, it dismissed the appeal in respect of cleaning and decided that in fact no amount should be allowed in respect of cleaning at all because the claimant could clean his own room and any assistance he required fell to be included within his needs for general counselling and support.  It also dismissed the appeal in respect of the alarm system, save to the extent of allowing V.A.T. to be added so that the eligible charge became £2.95 per week.  In consequence, the total amount of housing benefit to which the claimant was entitled was £361.25 per week.  

14.	The Council now appeals against the appeal tribunal’s decision in respect of the general counselling and support charge, with the leave of the legally qualified panel member who constituted the appeal tribunal.  Mr Cox accepts that the appeal tribunal’s reasoning was thorough.  The statement of reasons runs to some 37 paragraphs over 17 pages and about half of that is concerned with the charge for general counselling and support.  He also, of course, accepts that an appeal lies against the appeal tribunal’s decision only on a point of law.  However, he submits that the appeal tribunal misdirected itself and failed properly to consider the arguments advanced before it. 

15.	The argument advanced before the appeal tribunal on behalf of the claimant was essentially that the figures had been arrived at in the course of the discussions with the Council’s social services department and that the housing benefit section should not have taken a different approach.  The appeal tribunal held that there was no “approval or agreement sought from or given by the housing benefit section” and, although it “inclined to the view that the particular procedure adopted by the Council in order to determine what level of charges it would be reasonable to allow did not conform to the model approach”, it did not accept that it should allow the appeal without considering the merits of the case.  

16.	The part of the statement of reasons dealing with the charges for counselling and support begins with the passage that Mr Cox submits amounts to a misdirection.

“23.	…  The legislation offers no guidance with respect to what will constitute an ‘excessive’ service charge.  The Tribunal’s view is that the test to be applied must be analogous to the approach which has to be taken when it is contended, in the context of the ‘old’ Reg 11, that a particular rent is ‘unreasonably high’.  It is clear from the authorities on that Regulation that the question is not simply whether the rent is higher than rents payable for comparable accommodation.  There has to be an ‘overall examination of the spectrum of rents’.  The learned editors of CPAG’s Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit Legislation (15th ed) refer, at p. 195, to the case of R v Kensington and Chelsea RBC ex p Abou-Jaoude (1996, unreported) where the evidence was that two-thirds of comparable properties had rents below £240 and the rest had higher rents.  The claimant’s rent was £275.  Turner J held that, in the absence of more detail of the rents payable under the more expensive comparators, it was impossible to conclude that his rent was unreasonably high.

“24.	It is clear that it is for the local authority to satisfy the Tribunal that the amount of the disputed charges is ‘excessive’, and, if so, to satisfy the Tribunal as to the amount of the excess which would then fall to be deducted in order to arrive at the amount properly payable.

17.	The appeal tribunal then deals with the arguments advanced by the Council before it.

“25.	Put very briefly, Mr Cox drew attention to the level of charges prior to February 2002, as well as to the different level of charges made to one SDH resident during a period when she was not in receipt of THB (having income disqualified her on financial grounds in consequence of a refund under the Mental Health Act s. 117), to charges made to former SDH tenants in other accommodation, and to profits disclosed by the accounts for the year to 30.11.2002.  All of these, he argued, tended to show that the level of charges claimed was excessive.  He declined to take issue with any detailed entries in the schedule of ‘recoverable overheads’ (doc J24), but did put questions to Mr Henson concerning the costings of staff costs as shown on doc J25 (an amended version of which had been provided as further evidence in advance of the hearing).  In particular, he sought clarification of the reference to ‘merit’, and was told that this referred to the very real prospect of staff qualifying for pay uplift by way of a ‘merit award’.  He also queried the level of provision in respect of ‘Prime Time’, and was told that this was to cover the additional cost of paying a premium to secure staff attendance at Christmas, New Year and bank holidays.  …”

18.	The appeal tribunal accepted that there were flaws in the hotel’s costings of care staff, both because, as Mr Cox had argued, the uplift in respect of “prime time” appeared high and because the overheads appeared to have rolled up in them the costs of development projects relating to the change of function of the hotel, although that calculation did not include anything specific in respect of development projects.

19.	The mention of development projects had arisen in connection with the hotel’s accounts, which showed a considerable profit in the year ended 30 November 2002, even though the hotel had been paid only the reduced charges accepted as eligible.  Mr Henson did not accept that that showed the charges were excessive and had said that the profit was partly the consequence of the failure of the Council to make payments when it should have done, which had the effect that the money had not been available to spend until near the end of the year and much had gone unspent and had been taxed instead.  He also said that care had been provided during that time, but partly by him and his wife and unpaid volunteers.  The appeal tribunal was prepared to accept what Mr Henson said in that respect and was not persuaded that the accounts showed that the level of charges was excessive.

20.	The appeal tribunal did not find the Council’s evidence of charges made by other care providers – both generally and in respect of residents formerly living in the hotel – to be helpful, for reasons I need not set out in full but which amounted to a conclusion that the evidence was not sufficiently detailed and raised as many questions as it answered.  It found evidence provided by Mr Henson to be slightly more helpful, particularly as it included hourly rates which it found showed that the hotel’s rates were not “out on a limb”. It accepted an explanation given by Mr Henson for another resident being charged less when temporarily not receiving housing benefit.

21.	The appeal tribunal then looked at the evidence of comparable charges and concluded –

“34.	The picture is thus of charges which predominantly (but not universally) exceed the upper quartile thresholds, but with only a minority of cases/categories in which maxima were exceeded.  Analysed differently, the average SDH charge for GCS was £401.35 per week: less than the SW and national maxima for all categories except ‘people with alcohol problems’ (SW), but above the upper quartile thresholds for all categories except ‘people with learning difficulties’ (national) – a category which clearly produced some extraordinarily high awards, both in the South West and nationally.

“35.	This analysis strongly supports the conclusion that, as already indicated, the charges made by SDH were high but, applying the test summarised at para 24 above, in the view of the Tribunal it fails to show that the charges were ‘excessive’

36.	Given the various difficulties indicated earlier in drawing safe comparisons, the Tribunal considers that none of the individual elements of the evidence before it individually justifies the conclusion that the SDH charges were ‘excessive’; nor, in the view of the Tribunal, do they do so when viewed as a whole.”

22.	Mr Cox argues that the appeal tribunal misdirected itself on the ground that there was no true analogy between paragraph 3 of Schedule 1 and the former version of regulation 11 to which the appeal tribunal referred in paragraph 23 of the statement of reasons, because paragraph 3 of Schedule 1 provides only that “regard” must be had to the cost of comparable services whereas the former version of regulation 11 provided that whether rent was unreasonably high was to be judged solely “by comparison with the rent payable elsewhere for suitable alternative accommodation.”  Therefore, he says, paragraph 3 of Schedule 1 permits regard to be had to factors other than comparable charges and he submits that the appeal tribunal should have had regard to the huge increase in charges in the present case and failed to do so.

23.	I accept the distinction Mr Cox draws.  The fundamental difference between the two statutory provisions is that paragraph 3 of Schedule 1 envisages that service charges may be found to be excessive on objective grounds that are independent of the market, whereas the part of the former version of regulation 11 to which the appeal tribunal referred recognised that a rent could be regarded as excessive only in relation to the market.

24.	However, I do not accept that the appeal tribunal erred in drawing an analogy between the two statutory provisions.  In so far as paragraph 3 of Schedule 1 required the appeal tribunal to have regard to comparators, the analogy was apt and I am not satisfied that the appeal tribunal applied the analogy any further than was appropriate.  In the present case, the charges were higher than most comparable charges but, in my judgment, the appeal tribunal meant to say no more than that the significance of that factor alone was the same under paragraph 3 of Schedule 1 as it had been under the former version of regulation 11.  The mere fact that the charges were above the average did not mean they were excessive, which was the point made by the appeal tribunal when referring to Abou-Jaoude.  Even the highest charge is not necessarily excessive.  One must consider whether the charge in question is substantially out of line with other charges for comparable services and one must also have regard to the extent of the true similarity between the services provided in return for the various charges being used as comparators.  Mr Cox correctly pointed out in argument that the mere fact that a charge in issue is not higher than all comparators does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that it is not excessive.  However, there is nothing in paragraph 23 of the statement of reasons to suggest that the appeal tribunal did not understand that point.  It seems to me that paragraph 36 of the statement of reasons shows clearly that the appeal tribunal did have regard to other factors.  The trouble was that the evidence as regards the other factors was, in the appeal tribunal’s view, inconclusive.

25.	The flaw in Mr Cox’s argument is that the amount of increase in a charge is not, by itself, a ground for considering the new charge to be excessive.  Indeed, this appears to have been recognised when the former version of regulation 11 was in force because regulation 12 at that time made separate provision in respect of an increase that was “unreasonably high having regard in particular to the level of increases for suitable alternative accommodation”.  What a very large increase does do is raise questions about the appropriateness of the new charge.  Mr Henson, however, dealt with that before the appeal tribunal by arguing that the old charges were inadequate.

26.	The problem is that, as he suggested, the charges are not directly comparable and a very large increase is just as capable of raising questions about the old charges as about the new ones.  Indeed, it is striking that the charges for this particular resident before the home was deregistered were less than half those of the other residents whose cases are before me.  Consequently, the percentage increase in his case following deregistration was one of the highest.  There is no indication as to how the residential care home charges were assessed but they were probably standard rates for residential care, negotiated with, or imposed by, the Council and dependant on the category into which the resident fell, rather than a more finely-tuned community care assessment of each resident.  Whether or not the former charges were adequate, the awards of housing benefit conceded by the Council were in most cases considerably higher which suggests an acceptance that care in the community can be more expensive than residential care.  In this particular case, the total claimed charges covered by housing benefit and personal care payments were over four times the residential care charges but even the allowed charges were over two and a half times the residential care charges, which implies that the Council itself accepted that the charges were not comparable.  There is no inherent reason why a four-fold increase should necessarily be less appropriate than a smaller increase.  

27.	The size of the increase was not irrelevant because, as I have said, it raised questions about the new charges.  Mr Cox suggested that, in paragraph 24 of the statement of reasons, the appeal tribunal placed too much of a burden on a local authority.  I disagree.  A local authority is entitled to ask a landlord, through the claimant, to justify charges that seem questionable because, for instance, there has been a huge increase.  If such a justification is not forthcoming, an adverse inference can no doubt be drawn.  It is only when evidence has been produced that a local authority acquires any significant burden.  Even then the burden may easily be discharged if there is objective evidence that the old charge was reasonable, but that was not the case here.  In this case, the hotel sought to justify the new charge by producing the costings at docs J24 and J25 to which the appeal tribunal referred (now docs 97 and 98).  It was then for the Council to explain why it did not accept the costings.  The size of the increase taken in isolation was not a sufficient ground for finding a charge to be excessive if the new charge was objectively justified.  It could, on the other hand, be a reason for subjecting the costings to detailed scrutiny and requiring the different elements to be justified.  In this case, however, Mr Cox mounted only a very muted attack on the costings and the appeal tribunal was not convinced by it, save to an extent which it appears to have regarded as insignificant.  The failure of the Council to undermine the hotel’s justification for the charge is the explanation for the appeal tribunal not finding the charge to be excessive despite the size of the increase.  That is why I do not accept that appeal tribunal erred in law on the ground suggested by Mr Cox.

28.	That Mr Cox had some difficulty mounting an attack on the costings seems to me to be partly a result of the Council adopting the procedure that was criticised by the appeal tribunal.  The Council is not, in my view, wholly to blame for that.  Central Government has some responsibility as well.  Housing benefit hardly seems to be an appropriate mechanism for delivering funding for what are essentially social services rather than housing services.  

29.	The Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme seems to have been a temporary scheme introduced at a time when ideas for funding social services were running ahead of the necessary legislation.  It had its genesis in attempts made in the mid-1990s in some areas, not including Torbay, to claim that charges for counselling and support provided in supported accommodation were “service charges” that could be met through housing benefit as within the scope of “rent” by virtue of regulation 10(1)(e) of the 1987 Regulations, notwithstanding that, at that time, paragraph 1(f) of Schedule 1 to those Regulations provided that they were “ineligible”.  Eventually, in Regina v. St. Edmundsbury Housing Benefit Review Board, ex parte Sandys (1997) 30 H.L.R. 800, Laws J made it clear that there was a distinction between charges for services directed to ensuring that the claimant’s accommodation was adequate (which paragraph 1(g) of Schedule 1 made clear were not ineligible) and charges for services directed to maintaining the claimant in the accommodation (which were ineligible).

30.	Parliament reacted to that decision by amending paragraph 1(f) of Schedule 1 so that charges in respect of general counselling or any other support services were not ineligible if they were “provided to a claimant in supported accommodation by his landlord in person or someone on his behalf, and payment of the charges in respect of those services [was] a condition on which the claimant's right to occupy the accommodation depend[ed]” (Housing Benefit (General) Amendment (No. 2) Regulations 1987 (S.I. 1997/1974)) and retrospective legislation was brought into force to validate arrangements entered into before that scheme was introduced (section 69 of the Social Security Act 1998).  The new scheme was originally intended to last only until 31 October 1998 but it was initially extended for a year (S.I. 1998/1732) and then the Housing Benefit (General) Amendment (No.3) Regulations 1999 (S.I. 1999/2734) further extended that scheme until 31 March 2000 and, for the period from 1 April 2000 to 31 March 2003, introduced the Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme by amending paragraph 1(f) yet again and inserting Schedule 1B into the 1987 Regulations (see paragraphs 7 and 8 above).  On 1 April 2003, paragraph 1(f) reverted to making all charges in respect of counselling and support ineligible and Schedule 1B ceased to have effect.  Thereafter general counselling and other support were instead financed through Supporting People Grants.  

31.	One object of the Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme was, apparently, that the processing of housing benefit claims would enable data to be obtained that would in turn enable the Supporting People Scheme to be appropriately funded.  However, local authorities seem not to have been well prepared for the scheme and guidance from Central Government in the form of circulars seems to have been pitched at a high level of generality and to have assumed that local government was more “joined up” than was often the case even in unitary authorities.

32.	The appeal tribunal referred to a report entitled The Transitional Housing Benefits Scheme: A Three Way Process by Roy Sainsbury and Christine Oldman of the Social Policy Research Unit and Centre for Housing Policy (2001, DWP In-house Report 86), which very clearly made the point that the scheme could only work if there were a three-way process involving housing benefit sections, social services departments and providers.  That did not happen in this case, even though Torbay Borough Council is a unitary authority with responsibility for both housing benefit and social services.  There appear to have been quite detailed two-way discussions between the social services department and Mr Henson.  However, dialogue between the housing benefits section and the social services department seems to have been limited and there seems to have been no dialogue at all between the housing benefits section and the hotel.  Although the social services department was represented on the panel convened to consider the reasonableness of the charges for housing benefit purposes, the panel was not informed of the figures discussed by the social services department and no representations at all were sought from Mr Henson who was not even told of the panel’s existence.  Part of the problem may have been caused by the fact that the hotel had to decide whether to change the nature of its business before any claim for housing benefit could be made and so before he housing benefit section could properly become involved in discussions.  Nonetheless, that does not excuse the lack of three-way discussions – or, indeed, any discussions involving Mr Henson – once the claim for benefit had been made.  I think the Council now accepts that, with hindsight, things could have been better managed.  (Mr Henson commented upon the long period that elapsed before any payments were made to him, which is another aspect of the case.  It is not clear why interim payments were not made under regulation 91 of the 1987 Regulations from an earlier date.  This is not an environment in which a private sector organisation can function properly.)

33.	Had there been three-way discussions, there could have been proper consideration of the needs of the individual claimants.  The supplementary claim forms merely sought information as to the number of hours of care required by claimants.  There was no scope for discussing whether some claimants might need more skilled care than others.  Mr Henson said he had discussed with the social services department different bandings.  In much supported accommodation, the residents may all have similar needs but, in this case, the transition from residential care home to supported accommodation may have meant that that was not the case.  Mr Cox rightly pointed out that the fact that the hotel had some challenging new residents did not mean that the clients who had formerly been in the residential care home were all equally challenging but he had not contested the costings before the appeal tribunal on the basis that it was wrong to attribute the same hourly costs to all residents.  The lack of pre-hearing discussion and investigation meant he did not have the necessary material with which to make such an challenge.  Nor did he challenge the make-up of the staff group (or proposed staff group) on the basis that it was, overall, more qualified and therefore more expensive than it need be.  The staff group had the sort of balance one would expect in a well-run residential care home but it might have been arguable that not so many of the more qualified staff were needed if supported accommodation rather than residential care was really what the residents required.  On the other hand, the discussion might have resulted in a conclusion that supported accommodation was bound to be more expensive if these residents, who had been living in a residential care home and had been assessed as requiring a considerable amount of one-to-one care, were properly looked after.

34.	Another consequence of having detailed three-way discussions about the costings might have been a realisation that some of the administrative overheads were not properly attributable to the provision of general counselling and support but were attributable instead to the management of the accommodation.  The need for this differentiation had been stressed in Circular HB/CTB A10/2001.  One concern of Central Government was that, without that distinction being drawn, the transition to the Supporting People scheme would not run smoothly.  This was partly because, from April 2003 when service charges for counselling and support would cease to be met through housing benefits, service charges for housing management would continue to be eligible and partly because the amount of service charges for counselling and support met through housing benefit before then would be a significant factor in determining the amount of Supporting People funding.

35.	This could have been a particularly relevant consideration in the present case because the rent officer had overtly not been asked to consider any service charge in respect of housing management (except a sum for the cleaning, lighting and heating of common parts, which he had included in the assessed rents) and, if some of the costs attributed by Mr Henson to counselling and support should have been attributed to housing management and had not been included in the rent officer’s assessment of the “rent”, that might have helped explain the difference between Mr Henson’s figures and the Council’s. 

36.	It does not seem very satisfactory that the determination of the reasonableness of service charges in this sort of case should have been within the scope of a rent officer’s functions at all because they might have been contentious and there was no right of appeal.  Even though care was taken to ensure that service charges within the scope of Schedule 1B did not fall to be determined by a rent officer, other service charges did fall within the scope of the “rent” that is to be referred.  The problem was, of course, ameliorated by the fact that many providers of supported accommodation were registered social landlords and there was no duty to refer a case to a rent officer where the landlord was a registered social landlord unless the local authority regarded the rent as unreasonably high.  Whether or not a landlord was a registered social landlord, it seems highly desirable that a local authority and a landlord should have discussed contentious service charges before there was a referral to a rent officer so that the rent officer could be apprised of the issues.  If there was a dispute about a rent officer’s determination, the only remedy (other than judicial review) lay in a claimant asking the local authority to refer the case again with representations from both parties.  Presumably an appeal tribunal could adjourn a case for that to be done where the dispute arose before the tribunal.

37.	In any event, it seems to me that, in the absence of any other evidence that the appeal tribunal regarded as compelling, the question whether the service charges in respect of counselling and support were excessive had to be determined in this case by considering whether the costings were justified or there were other reasons for considering the charges not to be justifiable.  That is not to ignore the statutory injunction to have regard to the cost of comparable services, because local rates of pay and other factors taken into account will be relevant and, moreover, the fact that costs appear to be high is a reason for subjecting them to greater scrutiny.

38.	As the appeal before me lies only on a point of law, the question then arises whether the appeal tribunal ought to have given the costings greater scrutiny than it did.  In my judgment, the appeal tribunal was entitled to rely substantially on the Council to raise questions about the costings, particularly as the Council was represented by counsel.  If there had not been something obviously wrong about the costings, I would have dismissed this appeal.

39.	However, there is one point which, although it is understandable that it should have been missed by the appeal tribunal, is nonetheless an obvious error that cannot be overlooked once it has been noticed.  The “recoverable overheads” included £64,000 in respect of “catering”, which apparently was the cost of two chefs and three kitchen porters.  That alone accounted for over £1 per hour of the charge for counselling and support.  Chefs and kitchen porters could properly be members of staff of a residential care home but I do not see how they could be regarded as an overhead in relation to the provision of counselling and support for people not assessed as requiring residential care.  A specific charge for meals would be ineligible by virtue of paragraph 1(a)(i) of Schedule 1 to the 1987 Regulations and, where there was no specific charge, an amount would be deducted under paragraph 1A of Schedule 1 if a charge for accommodation included the provision of meals.  In those circumstances, it is obvious that costs associated with the provision of meals could not be covered as an overhead to be met through service charges in respect of the management of the accommodation and, anyway, such charges would not be directed to ensuring that accommodation was adequate and so would be ineligible by virtue of paragraph 1(g) of Schedule 1.  Claimants of housing benefit are expected to be able to pay for their meals out of their benefits or other resources.

40.	It is therefore plain that, on their own terms, the charges could not properly all be met through housing benefit.  I am satisfied that the appeal tribunal erred in allowing the claimant’s appeal to the extent that it did.  Its decision must therefore be set aside.

41.	The parties have asked me to substitute my own decision on the basis of the documents before me, which now include further submissions made after the hearing in answer to questions I raised.

42.	It seems to me that a large part of the difficulty in this case stems from the totally different perspectives from which Mr Henson and the social services department on the one hand, and the housing benefit section on the other hand, approached the Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme.  Mr Henson and the social services department appear to have seen the scheme as an opportunity to enable Mr Henson to provide a service for clients of the social services department that had not hitherto existed.  In order to achieve that, they created a somewhat artificial legal structure.  Mr Henson seems not entirely to have understood the differences between the vision he had for the service and the limitations on the service imposed by its legal structure.  On the other hand, there is some force in Mr Henson’s complaint that the housing benefit section did not at first fully appreciate the differences between the service charges that could conventionally be met through housing benefit and those that could be met through the Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme.

43.  The implications of the legal structure created by Mr Henson and the social services department are important.  For as long as the South Devon Hotel provided accommodation with board and personal care, its owners were obliged to be registered by the Council on the basis that it was a residential care home and, under the 2000 Act, they would have been required to be registered by the Care Standards Commission (later replaced by the Commission for Social Care Inspection) on the basis that the hotel was a care home.  (As I have already mentioned, it appears that, until 2001, they were also registered with the health authority on the basis that it was a nursing home but that is not material for present purposes.)  The effect of making arrangements for personal care to be provided by a domiciliary care agency was that the hotel ceased to be a residential care home in respect of which its owner needed to be registered, although the domiciliary care agency was accredited by the Council and then registered under the 2000 Act.  The domiciliary care agency delivered personal care.  The hotel delivered support that was within the scope of housing benefit and was ancillary to the provision of housing.  One important consequence of this change was that the provision of the accommodation and the ancillary care ceased to be subject to any statutory regulation.

44.	That was justifiable only if the accommodation had ceased to be a single home with a number of residents and staff on duty for 24 hours a day and had instead become a number of separate homes in respect of which the tenants paid for a limited number of hours of personal care on a one-to-one basis.  Notionally, that is what the legal structure was intended to achieve.  However, this appears not to have made a great deal of practical difference, partly because the domiciliary care agency was run from the hotel.   It comes as no surprise to me to read on page 523 (in a statement made by Mr Henson on 10 April 2007) that “the current Supporting People Manager and the Deputy Manager of Social Services made a case to Commission for Social Care Inspection (CSCI) that we were operating as a registered home and provided evidence to support their views”, although CSCI did not accept that allegation.  As far as I can see, the only reason it could be said that this establishment was not being carried on as a care home in respect of at least some of the residents was that “personal care” was being delivered by a different company from the one providing the accommodation – a triumph of legal fiction over reality, aided and abetted and, indeed, counselled and procured by the social services department.

45.	The claimant in the present case had lived a sheltered existence cared for by his parents until they had died and was said to have a “low mental age” with “few life skills developed” (page 623).  He was “unable to cope with planning for meals, buying and storage of food” or cooking on his own and was to be encouraged to learn to prepare regular and nutritious cooked meals.  Meanwhile, he ate in the dining room and it appears that meals were cooked for him, although he could make all his own beverages (page 617).  Indeed, he needed a “24-hrs supported environment” (page 562) and was to be reminded daily “that he must inform staff if he is going out and of his whereabouts” (page 617).  He was “unable to cope on his own” (page 540), had “no concept of money” and was a “very quiet shy person who must be offered one-to-one conversation” (page 618).  He had been assessed as needing 5 hours help per week funded by the social services department and 16 hours of care a week funded through the Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme.  

46.	The Secretary of State comments that –

“… ‘support’ under the Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme was not a generic terms but was limited to those items prescribed in Schedule 1B of the Housing Benefit Regulations as it existed at that time.  Essentially ‘support’ was that necessary to enable the claimant to live securely and safely in their dwelling.  The type of support provided by the landlord and outlined in his latest submission seems to be broader in nature.  It extends to developing wider life skills often in the face of various difficulties such as drug abuse, mental health, gambling, behavioural issues, alcoholism etc. that might have caused them to be residents in the first place.”

47.	Mr Henson says –

“There is an overlap between domiciliary care and general counselling and support, … domiciliary care is about maintenance, in the short or long term, and the latter is about developing a person’s independence.  The difference is that personal care is ‘touching’ people such as washing and supporting people is helping people to help themselves.”

48.	I do not entirely accept Mr Henson’s analysis.  In my judgment, enabling a person to develop his or her skills may well amount to personal care and it can certainly be ancillary to personal care.  It was perfectly appropriate for the present claimant to be living in a residential care home before the hotel deregistered and he could well have continued to live in residential care until he had acquired basic skills.  Indeed, I would not rule out the possibility that specialist “counselling related to mental disorder, mental handicap, physical disablement  or past or present alcohol or drug dependence” could be a “medical expense” within paragraph 1(d) of Schedule 1 to the 1987 Regulations or “nursing care” within paragraph 1(e).  The terms “personal care” and “general counselling and support” are not mutually exclusive and, to that extent, I do agree with Mr Henson.

49.	In any event, the relevant distinction is not between personal care and general counselling and support but between ineligible and eligible charges.  What seems to have been totally overlooked by both Mr Henson and the Council is that, not only are charges for medical expenses, nursing care and personal care made ineligible by virtue of paragraphs 1(d) and (e) of Schedule 1, but so also, by virtue of paragraph 1(f) are charges for general counselling and support, except to the limited extent that they fall within the scope of paragraph 2 of Schedule 1B.  That is the point being made by the Secretary of State.

50.	Here, the assessed general counselling and support included one hour per week of “laundry rehab support”, which appears to have been “to encourage routine and independence with laundry”, including prompting to change clothing and bedding (page 624), and the 7 hours a week in respect of the provision of meals or support in relation to meals, which I am prepared to assume was in respect of teaching the claimant basic cooking skills.  Those items do not appear to fall within paragraph 2(a), (b) or (c) of Schedule 1B.  The question raised by the Secretary of State’s submission is whether they fall within paragraph 2(d).

51.	In my judgment, they can fall within the paragraph 2(d), as long as they were provided by a “resident warden or a non-resident warden with a system for calling him”.  The words “that warden” in paragraph 2(d)(ii) must refer back to the warden mentioned in paragraph 2(d)(i).  I have some considerable doubt whether the type of counselling and support that the present claimant was assessed as requiring really is the type of counselling and support that the draftsman of the Regulations contemplated would be provided by a “warden”.  However, the words “other support” are not qualified in paragraph 2(d) and I do not think that any ejusdem generis presumption is justified.  I therefore do not consider that the limitation argued for by the Secretary of State can be justified.

52.	Mr Cox, understandably, has not argued that the arrangements made by the social services department were completely misconceived and that the charges for the assessed general counselling and support were not eligible.  It is quite clear, given Mr Miller’s support for Mr Henson in these proceedings, that the social services department was aware of the way Mr Henson intended to operate and that the figures involved were discussed by Mr Henson with the social services department.  It also seems clear that it was the understanding of both the social services department and Mr Henson that the hotel could be paid more through housing benefit for caring for the residents than it could through payments from the social services department, to the mutual advantage of both organisations.  That view seems partly to have been based on rhetoric from Central Government and is not challenged in these proceedings.  I am prepared, with some misgivings, to decide the case on the basis that those charges could be met through housing benefit to the extent to which they were not excessive, on the basis that the staff providing the general counselling and other support were wardens with a system for calling them.

53.	I take this approach largely because it would be highly unfair, except perhaps to the Secretary of State, now effectively to dismantle the arrangements made by the social services department so long ago.  Nevertheless, viewing the staff as wardens seems highly artificial.  In many ways, it appears that the hotel was still run as a single home, rather than as a number of homes with wardens.  This comes across in several parts of Mr Henson’s statement, his description of the arrangements for catering, transport and administration, to which I shall refer below, being among them.  As I have said, the social services department was aware of this.

54.	So, it would seem, was the housing benefit section.  It has throughout these proceedings been accepted that, rather than residents all paying the same service charge on the basis that they all had access to counselling and support provided by a warden as and when they needed it, each resident should be charged an amount representing his or her share of the total relevant staff costs, through the device of assessing each resident’s need for counselling and support in terms of a number of hours and then fixing an hourly rate for the counselling and care.  This seems to be another artificial element of the legal structure created by Mr Henson and the social services department, partly because, as far as I can see, there was no contract requiring the hotel to provide precisely that amount of counselling and support to each tenant, which would no doubt have been unrealistic anyway.  However, provided the right number of staff were in fact employed, it was a way of ensuring that there were staff available to provide a degree of individual attention to each resident that might not have been possible under the previous funding arrangements Again, it seems unlikely that the draftsman of the Regulations anticipated this approach to the calculation of service charges but it is not obviously unlawful and I do not propose to reject it at this stage of these proceedings.  

55.	There has also been no challenge by either the Council or Mr Henson to the assessments of the number of hours of general counselling and support that could be met through housing benefit.  Questions could be raised about those assessments.  While I recognise that some of the longer-established residents may have been reluctant to move, it might be questioned whether supported living in the community was really suitable for them or whether they really needed to be in residential accommodation.  However, such questions are not to be answered in these proceedings.  This is important.  In most of the cases before me, there is a document that has, I am told in Mr Cox’s written submission, been approved by the Council and which sets out the assessed care needs of the claimant.  I understand this to be the result of a community care assessment by a qualified social worker.  The Council’s panel capped the amount of general counselling and support at 30 hours, which did not affect the present claimant but did affect some of the other claimants whose cases are before me.  Mr Cox rightly did not seek to defend that cap before the appeal tribunal.  Whatever their merits, the assessments must be accepted at face value.   In the present case, the assessment is at pages 71 to 73, although the page order has been reversed.  I will return to the implications of that document later.

56.	Against that background, I do not entirely accept the arguments of either Mr Cox or Mr Henson but I do accept that each has made good points.

57.	I have already indicated above why I do not consider the fact that the overall charges were much higher under the new regime than they had been when the hotel had been a residential care home to be determinative.  I also do not find the suggested comparators to be a great deal of assistance since the manner in which charges in other establishments were calculated is inadequately explained and, moreover, I am not entirely confident that all those charges properly fell within the scope of housing benefit.

58.	Mr Cox makes a general point that Mr Henson is not a reliable witness.  It is true that the appeal tribunal found him not to be a convincing or reliable witness on the issue whether tenants cleaned their own rooms and also found other inconsistencies in his evidence.  However, I think some of the inconsistencies may be more apparent than real, and I do not reject all his evidence out of hand where the Council has failed to adduce contrary evidence.  On the other hand, there are clearly instances where his evidence reflects his vision of what he hoped there would be, rather than what actually came to pass.  Also, his evidence as to the level of charges made for personal care has been shown to be inaccurate.  More generally, a great deal of his evidence is in vague and unspecific terms, although that may be attributable partly to his not being asked to provide more specific evidence.  Happily, this is not a case that ultimately turns on the credibility of his evidence to any substantial extent.

59.	Mr Cox also places a great deal of weight on the accounts of the company that owned the hotel, which showed that profits for the year ending on 30 November 2002 were £107,652 as opposed to £6,616 in the previous year.  Mr Henson has made the point that the Council’s failure to pay housing benefit for some months meant that the eventual payment for those months arrived as a lump sum towards the end of the accounting period, too late for the lump sum to be spent in that year.  

60.	Part of the explanation advanced for the lump sum not having simply cleared a debt, or been set against expenses that had already been incurred, is that a large part of the general support and counselling provided during that period was provided by unpaid volunteers, staff having left and not been replaced.  Either that is true, or the counselling and care was not provided at all, which is not alleged by the Council, or it was provided a great deal more cheaply than is claimed.  I suspect that it was a combination of the first and third of those alternatives.  That vulnerable adults in respect of whom a local authority has made community care assessments should be charged for general counselling and support that is in fact provided by volunteers is, to put it mildly, unsatisfactory.  It seems to me to reflect poorly upon the Council which did not initially make interim payments of housing benefit and which devised a scheme that left the provision of general counselling and care unregulated.  However, what is of more immediate relevance is that the hotel cannot expect to justify charges on the ground of high wage levels if in fact no wages at all were being paid to a significant proportion of staff during at least part of the relevant period.  I will return to this below.

61.	The other part of the explanation is that building works were deferred.  Those works would, of course, have had to be paid for from the profit generated from charges for general counselling and support or out of other income.

62.	The Council also points out that there is now documentary evidence showing that, during the material period, the domiciliary care company of which Mr Henson was a director was charging £9.37 + VAT per hour during the week and £11.37 + VAT per hour during week-ends for personal care.  Mr Cox rhetorically asks why general counselling and support should cost more.  Mr Henson replies that the two are different and that general counselling and support was provided to more difficult, and less appealing, clients.  I am prepared to accept that some counselling and support may require better trained and motivated staff than some personal care but any argument based on the different nature of the clientele falls where the personal care and the general counselling and support were provided to the same tenants, as was clearly the case here.  It appears that the domiciliary care company’s rates were within the general range of charges for personal care.  In the absence of reliable comparators from a mature market for charges in respect of general counselling and support, the rates charged for personal care at least provide a useful marker in relation to which rates for unsophisticated general counselling and support can be judged.

63.	The other relevant evidence is to be found in the costings, which I have already mentioned.  They were, of course, estimates and it seems to me that, if, for instance, administrative costs were unexpectedly high (as Mr Henson contends was the case), in assessing whether the charges were excessive one should have regard to the actual costs rather than the estimated costs.  This, however, works both ways.

64.	I have already alluded to the catering arrangements and how the cost of the catering staff could not be regarded as an overhead or an eligible charge.  Mr Henson regarding catering staff as an overhead is an indication that he was still thinking in terms of the establishment as a single home.  It is true that he also sought to argue that they were involved in instructing residents in basic cooking skills but, as Mr Cox points out, even if that were so they could not be regarded as an overhead because the cost of the provision of that instruction would be met through the basic hourly charge for that counselling and to treat them as an overhead would be to make payment twice.

65.	Also claimed as an overhead to be taken into account in the charge for counselling and support was an amount in respect of travel, including an emergency vehicle.  The explanation for this in Mr Henson’s statement is that several of the tenants were dependent on drugs or alcohol and needed to attend rehabilitation clinics, where they were required to be accompanied and that public transport was not an option due to their mental health, appearance and hygiene and that others had to picked up from the police stations or taken to courts and tribunal hearings.  However, a charge for transport is an ineligible charge under para 1(a)(v) of Schedule 1 to the 1987 Regulations, quite apart from the question whether this particular claimant, who was not in the class of person who required transport, had contracted to be covered for such an eventuality.  

66.	The administrative overheads also appear high.  The costings assume 35 clients with an average of 30 hours per person counselling and support, giving a total of 1050 hours per week covered by 33 care staff (including 5 supervisors and 5 seniors) to allow for holidays.  The management and administration was said to require a director, a deputy director, an administrative supervisor, an administrative assistant and a receptionist.  Again, there appears to be some double counting.  Among the tasks said to be covered is the administration of a tenant’s finances and the claiming of benefits.  However, the “considerable work in claiming each individual’s entitlement, managing their finances and then enabling an individual to manage their own finances” (page 549) may well be part of the counselling and support provided to a tenant but it is not an overhead of providing counselling or support; likewise, registration with general practitioners (page 677).  This is one of the areas where the assessments – at pages 71 to 73 in the present case – are so important.  Under the arrangements entered into in these cases, if help with claiming benefits was not included within the assessment as a matter in respect of which counselling and support was required, it was to be taken that no such support was required. Moreover, the costs of the management and administration of the accommodation could not be met through a service charge in respect of general counselling and support.

67.	Overall, even having regard to the unpredicted costs of providing statistical information to Central Government, I consider that the estimated overheads to be excessive to the extent of about £2 per hour.

68.	I turn to the direct staff costs.  The computation on doc 98 has regard to four grades of staff, ranging from supervisors with NVQ 4 to trainees working towards NVQ 2.  The hourly rates range from £21.49 for the supervisors to £13.86 for the trainees, based on basic wages of £8 per hour and £4.10 per hour respectively, to which are added figures for “merit” increases, direct overheads (for training, holidays and national insurance contributions), the indirect overheads already considered, an allowance for prime time and an uplift of 25% (for “funding” and a “contingency surplus”).  It is then assumed (not unreasonably) that clients requiring more hours of care require more qualified staff and on this basis it is estimated that those requiring care for 7 to 21 hours should be charged at £16.15 per hour, those requiring 22 to 29 hours should be charged at £16.60 per hour, those requiring 30 to 36 hours care should be charged at £16.94 per hour, those requiring 37 to 42 hours care should be charged at £18.17 per hour and those requiring 43 to 50 hours should be charged  at £18.79 per hour.  Something has gone badly wrong with the figures in the table that purports to explain those calculations, so that it is not possible to see exactly how the charges were worked out.  In any event, the charges levied were in fact rounded up or down and VAT was added, so that they were £18.80 per hour for 7 to 21 hours, £19.39 per hour for 22 to 29 hours, £20.27 per hour for 30 to 36 hours and £21.44 per hour for 37 to 42 hours and £21.74 for 43 hours or more.  

69.	The difficulty with this approach is that it does not necessarily reflect the actual number of staff in each grade as a proportion of the whole staff group and it seems to me to add yet another degree of uplift into what are already high figures.  I do not have the material upon which to construct alternative bands and it is unnecessary to do so.  Given the single source of the funding, it is sufficient to assess a single rate based on the make-up of the staff group.  More difficult clients would not then pay a higher hourly rate, but they would pay more if assessed as requiring more hours (which could take into account any need for support from two people on occasions).  They would be undercharged but the less difficult clients would be overcharged so that the overall result will be fair.  The estimated staff requirement was for 5 supervisors, 5 seniors and 23 staff with NVQ 2.  It has not been suggested that the staff needs were underestimated.  In my view, it would be more realistic to assume 15 staff with NVQ 2 and 8 trainees.  On that basis, the appropriate charge would, by my calculation based on the hotel’s figures for the cost of each grade, have been £16.45 per hour plus VAT.

70.	In my judgment, that rate would be excessive.  I have already indicated that the estimated overheads included in the hotel’s hourly rates were excessive and should be reduced so as to reduce the hourly rate by £2.  That alone would take the hourly rate down to £14.45 plus VAT.  Other elements of the calculation of the hourly rate were also criticised before the appeal tribunal.  Thus, there was an assumption that a significant proportion of all qualified staff would gain a merit increase in pay and there was also an uplift for “prime time”, which turned out not to include week-end working but only Bank Holiday working.  There was also the 25% uplift for “funding” and “contingency surplus”.  The contingency surplus seems high, given that only contingencies arising in relation to the provision of general counselling and support could be met out of it.  On the other hand, it can be argued that a large contingency element is not necessarily unreasonable when a new venture is being created.  It can also be argued that a company is entitled to aim to provide better than average terms and conditions to employees, so as to be able to provide a better than average standard of counselling and support, and also to create a profit.  I do accept that some of the new tenants were more challenging than some of the older-established tenants and that the proportion might increase in the future but, looking at the assessments and the limited amount of other information in the cases before me, there seem to have been relatively few particularly challenging tenants during the period for which the Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme operated.  Having regard to the charges for personal care levied in respect of the same tenants, £14.45 plus VAT would still appear excessive.

71.	Moreover, I cannot overlook the fact that an apparently significant, albeit unspecified, proportion of the general counselling and support was actually provided at no cost at all to the company.  Although this may only have been during the period before the first payments were made by the Council, that still represented a large proportion of the total period during which the company was operating within the Transitional Housing Benefit Scheme.  Charging £14.45 per hour for general counselling and support provided by volunteers would clearly be excessive and, moreover, the availability of volunteers casts some doubts on the claims that the work was so unattractive that especially high rates of pay were needed.  I do not have detailed figures, but the use of volunteers was suggested as a substantial reason for the profit that there was at the end of the accounting year.

72.	On the other hand, another factor is 24-hour cover.  The Council and the appeal tribunal both disallowed a claim for £35.37 per week for a voice-activated alarm system, substituting the cost of the Council’s own alarm system plus, in the appeal tribunal’s case, VAT.  However, a number of the residents, including the present one, were assessed as not just requiring an alarm (which would usually summon assistance from outside a person’s home) but as requiring a “24 hrs supported environment” (page 73) or “24-hour monitoring and supervision within a safe and secure environment” (page 592, which relates to the claimant in CH/3463/2005).  The inference is that such residents required at least a resident warden on the premises at night and, quite possibly, one who was awake.  There was evidence that staff were on duty at night.  That is clearly within the scope of general counselling and support and I do not see how the cost of that provision can be covered in a low hourly rate for daytime care, it being specified in the assessments that care would be provided during the day, and during the week, except where express provision was made to the contrary.  The cost could be spread just among those assessed as needing that provision but, at this stage of the proceedings and given that not all the tenants’ cases are before me, it seems preferable to regard this as an overhead met within the hourly charge levied on all the tenants. 

73.	I have not overlooked Mr Miller’s support for Mr Henson and his view that the charges were reasonable, having regard to charges for other services in the West Country.  It has not been, and could not be, suggested that the arrangements made with Mr Miller included a binding agreement as to the charges that would be met through housing benefit.  Mr Miller’s opinions are entitled to respect.  However, I have not been provided with details of what was to be provided by other providers.  What is clear is that the South Devon Hotel provided some services that could not be recovered through housing benefit at all, such as any catering services provided on top of general counselling and support and also the transport, and that no good reason has been provided for the social services department being charged so much less for personal care than the tenants receiving that personal care were charged for what appears largely to be very basic general counselling and support.  I suspect that the social services department might have taken a different approach to Mr Henson’s charges had it been going to pay them, rather than being intent on “maximizing” housing benefit.

74.	The Council decided that £13 per hour including VAT was a figure that, while high, would not be excessive for the general counselling and support provided in this case.  I have come to the conclusion that, having regard to all the considerations that I have mentioned, £13 per hour plus VAT (i.e., £15.28 per hour) would be the right figure.  Since I have taken a single rate, that may produce a particularly high overall figure for the less challenging claimants but the overall effect will be reasonable because the figure for the more challenging claimants will be lower than it would have been had I had the information necessary for the calculation of bands.

75.	To this extent, I allow the Council’s appeal and substitute my own decision for that of the appeal tribunal.

76.	Mr Henson has asked me to comment on cases that are not before me, because, he says, the tenants were persuaded not to appeal to the appeal tribunal.  It does appear from page 145 that the Council stated that it would revisit those cases in the light of the appeal tribunal’s decisions.  There is nothing more I need, or can, say about them.


Mark Rowland
27 July 2011

